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The purpose of this sample set of questions is to provide you with information about CompTIA Server+ exams. These sample questions will make you very familiar with both the type and difficulty level of questions about the SK0-004 certification test. To familiarize yourself with the actual exam
environment, we recommend that you try the CompTIA Server sample + Practical Certification Examinations. This sample exam practice gives you a sense of reality and is an indication of the questions posed in the actual CompTIA Server+ certification exam. These sample questions are simple and basic
questions that represent similarity to the actual CompTIA SK0-004 exam questions. To evaluate your readiness and performance with real-time scenario-based questions, we recommend that you prepare with the Premium CompTIA Server+ practical certification exam. When you solve a real-time script
based on the practical questions, you will encounter many difficulties that give you the opportunity to improve. CompTIA SK0-004 Sample Questions: 01. Which of the following expansion card ports is the fastest? (a) ISA (b) PCI (c) PCIx (d) PCIe 02. As best practice, in which of the following locations
should antivirus software be installed? (select two) (a) Only at the administrator's workstation (b) Only on the domain controller (c) Only at the Workstation of the Director-General (d) On all servers (e) On all workstations 03. Which of the following BEST describes an HCL? a) A list of permissions for
network access and routing b) A list of approved hardware c) A list of permissions for file sharing d) A method for attaching a server to a SAN 04. Which of the following extension cards should be installed to give a FireWire server connectivity? (a) IEEE 802.11 (b) NIC (c) HBA (d) IEEE 1394 05. An
administrator recently upgraded a NIC driver on multiple servers and now sees lost packets and some disconnected switches. Which of the following is the best course of action to resolve this issue? a) Restart the server and see if the issue still persists. If the issue still exists, open a case with the NIC
OEM. b) Call the NIC OEM and open a case with them to investigate the issue. Restore the NIC driver to the previous task review. c) Call the NIC OEM and open a case with them to investigate the issue. d) Go to the OEM website and download another NIC driver for testing. 06. Which of the following file
systems is native to an ESX server? (a) NTFS (b) EXT3 (c) FAT32 (d) VMFS 07. Which of the following should an administrator use during installation server to ensure that best practices are followed? (a) Service Level Contract (SLA) (b) Warranty Regulations (c) Supplier support documentation (d)
Equipment disposal policies 08. Which of the following is a benefit of hot-swap parts? a) Ability to use logical module numbers (LUNs) b) Ability to apply USB devices c) Ability to use flash memory d) Ability to replace hardware without interrupting the power of the host 09. Which of the following is about
copying and removing data from file servers? (a) Backup (b) Archive (c) Recovery (d) Reproduction 10. Which of the following ways a technician can use to see if a server is under warranty? a) Scale the problem in senior management. b) Suppose the place is no longer under warranty, and order a spare
part. c) Perform an analysis of the root causes. d) Contact the OEM to verify the status of the warranty, and then substantiate the findings. Answers: Question: 01 Answer: d Question: 02 Answer: d, e Question: 03 Answer: b Question: 04 Answer: d Question: 05 Answer: b Question: 06 Answer: d
Question: 07 Answer: c Question: 08 Answer: d Question: 09 Answer: b Question: 10 Answer: d Note: For any error in CompTIA Server+ (SK0-004) sample question certification exams, please let us know by writing an email to feedback@edusum.com. CertMaster Practice is a knowledge assessment
and certification training tool. It helps you gain knowledge and prepare for your CompTIA exams. With first question design, real-time learning analysis, and content refresh, CertMaster Practice helps reinforce and test what you know and narrow knowledge gaps. Buy CertMaster Practice for Server + Start
your free trial Designed by CompTIA to test knowledge, practice skills, and prepare for exam topics. It combines knowledge assessments and intelligent e-learning tools to help bridge knowledge gaps. Monitors real-time knowledge gain and the difficulty of the topic to help you learn intelligently.
Understanding server operations, format agents, components, and server administration server management installation, including operating system installation, roles, access controls, and virtualization Installation and deployment of storage and RAID devices, including planning for future security
deployment Understanding server hardening, security systems, protocols, and controls Configuring servers with IP addressability; appropriate disaster recovery ports and protocols Application of backup techniques and disaster recovery principles Effective hardware, software, network and security
troubleshooting with the right tools *As reported by a 2017 survey of CertMaster Practice CertMaster users, 2017 CertMaster Practice is a smart online course that helps you quickly learn and remember long-term information as you prepare for exams. It quickly evaluates what you know and then focuses
on filling the gaps in Your. It is a great addition to your exam preparation plan and guides you in knowledge of the curriculum. Fill out this form to subscribe to the trial version. Once you sign up, sign in to start learning! CompTIA Server + Exam Coupon eBook - The Official CompTIA Server + Self-Paced
Study Guide (SK0-004) CompTIA CertMaster Practice for Server + (SK0-004) CompTIA Server + Exam Retake ✔ Buy Now ✔ ✔ ✔ Buy Now ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Buy Now CertMaster Practical Licenses valid for one year and can be used for web, iOS and Android applications. An Internet connection is required.
SEE ALL AVAILABLE LEARNINGS &gt;&gt; Course Information We use cookies that improve your experience the website, maintain statistics to optimize performance, and allow interaction with other platforms. For more information please see the Privacy Statement. Created by Kaplan IT Training former
Transcendental Messagebox 12% job growth is expected for Network &amp; Computer Systems Administrators, from 2012 to 2022, according to the latest BLS website information. The average salary for certified server+ IT professionals is about $82,000.* 82% of employers recognize that certified
employees are valuable to their organizations.** * **CompTIA IT Training &amp; Certificate: Insights &amp; Opportunities Study Today is a competitive world and the smartest, best and most skilled are paid a lot of money to work in amazing fields. But you don't need a college degree, certification is an
amazing route that opens up new opportunities and shows employers that you're the cream of growing. We know that CompTIA certification will add some flair to this CV and help you get amazing new roles. Certification by CompTIA shows that you have the ability to be successful, but it is still not a
simple process. You need to study, do your qualifications, and really learn the skills to be successful at work if you want any chance of being successful. That's how we created CertLibrary. We found ourselves in the same boat, needing to learn refractive skills to get amazing credentials. But so many
resources offered strange takes real consideration or does not prepare us in a meaningful way. CertLibrary is different because of this. We cut through the fluff and give meaningful exam preps, exam preparations we'd like to study with if we'd gotten certified. Our exam dumps offer real-world questions
that simulate the exam room and work area, helping you get the basic skills and critical skills needed to not only certify CompTIA, but your future career. We want you to enter the testing facility calmly and prepared to pass the exam at the first attempt. Why is CertLibrary the leading online exam
preparation resource? Well first of all, it's free! As we like to say, our exams are completely free. Everyone has access to 50% or more of our exam preparations only by registering with CertLibrary. That's a generous amount too, as some exam preps include hundreds of questions and enough content to
be successful enough in each exam. Some of you want a little more help though and that's why we have Premium Our materials for SK0-004 are cutting-edge Certification changes as fast as the weather report. We understand that. So we make sure every exam is tested, looked over, and regularly
updated on relevance and quality as well. You never have to worry about outdated study preparation for CompTIA Server+. Traditional methods such as printed word and DVD become obsolete in a few months, while our digital solutions are timeless. And best of all we offer 50% or more of all exams for
free! For those who need a little more study material the premium access program gives you unlimited unlimited in an exam, often hundreds of practice questions, and tons of useful features to make the study a breeze. For example, if you want to study the CompTIA Server+ exam, we offer a practice test
that will blow you away on exam day. It's close enough to be scary! As long as you have top access to CompTIA materials, you can go back again and again to freshen up. Created and curated exam preparation by real industry leaders! Could you imagine walking into the exam room on SK0-004 just to
find out your study guide was inaccurate and useless? Our staff has walked the road to certification and knows the enormous importance of being accurate and practical. Each exam preparation goes through rigorous testing and regular review. People who actually work in domains involving CompTIA
Server + hardware format and create these guides making them forged into real knowledge and experience. They haven't been caught off guard by tough questions and know what it takes to succeed. Why stop by just studying for one certification when you can continue to hone your skills with our
materials for years to come? User-friendly and easily accessible mobile devices Study sessions today occur everywhere, not just in the office or in an office. We've spent a lot of time making a great looking UI, so you can study on the go. CertLibrary has an incredibly mobile-friendly solution that works in
the browser you use with the mobile operating system you love. Customer Service get you answers in less than 48 hours Problems happen, everyone in these industries knows that! We have world-class services which means you'll hear from us within 48 hours, but we'll often get to customers sooner.
Broken links, payment problems or just questions are dealt with by our incredible customer service team. You don't have to worry about us on call! If you are certified, we have the preparation of exams that you will want Some get certification for the first time, while others get the 10th or 11th certificate.
The process never really ends for those who are driven to be the best. If you crash the SK0-004, it probably won't be long before you need to squeeze in for another test! We have thousands of exam preparation solutions, including the full range of CompTIA certifications, it's as easy as looking for it in our
exam list. If we've worked before on SK0-004, we'll be able to help you with the next steps. What do you get with premium access? 12 Months of Full Access to CompTIA Server+ Materials and Future Updates Our free trials are usually huge with a large amount of questions to study and learn from,
Premium Access gives you full consideration and adds a bunch of convenient features such as personalized options to study for. Print the CompTIA Server+ certified test preparation and do this study session anywhere we love pen and ink here despite our digital nature and know that tangible paper feels
right. For some it helps to study better, be able to highlight questions and solve problems. For others, it's about being able to in a rural environment or without data. Premium Access means the ability to print these buckets of questions and take your exams. There are no other Captcha and other formatting
options We need to be safe, not only for our online community, but to make sure that our materials are not leaked to other websites. Premium Access gets rid of Captcha and also allows users to see the full review on one page which means more options work for you. It can be dangerous to buy exam
preps, but not with us! It would be horrible to study for weeks and walk to class unprepared because the materials you have just don't cut it. Certribary hates the idea that could happen, and she's seen it, we've seen it. So we have a promise of trust if you use our materials and have not been able to get a
certified approach to our customer service and we will help make it right. We offer free premium access to a new exam if our hardware ever fails. So walk in bold when you encounter CompTIA Server + because we are in your corner. Avoid the hassle of monthly fess While everything is free at CertLibrary,
we know that some of you just want more! We don't have a job here! All you need is a simple payment of $29.99 a year of premium access. What's included? 365 days of premium access for the exam material you selected. Complete SK0-004 off and keep coming back for more knowledge well after the
test day. Where can I register? Premium access to our exams is quick and simple! Just follow these simple steps and you will be certified in no time. First, Sign up and create an account Find your exams in the exam list. Click on your exam and see the questions Click on the questions per page or printer
icon Make a 1 time payment of $29.99 for 12 months The exams will appear under Purchased Exams If you have any questions or need help, our incredible customer service team is there to answer! You can now study in your heart content and nail that certification test! Test!
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